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Your product from Concept to Production 

At WojTek we love it when someone reaches out to us to get help with moving their concept, or 
existing product, to the next step.  It is an exciting time, and everyone is eager to move to the next step 
in the process.  Some designs are simple and others complex, depending on the degree of novelty.  

We have found it very important to walk each customer through the process, so we can identify 
where their concept is with in the process. From there, work with them to develop a plan moving 
forward.  Therefore, below we have laid out a process with a description of what information is 
needed and gathered at each step. 

WojTek can help you with each of these steps.  Contact us today so we can start working with 
you to design a product that customers love but that is also profitable for manufacturing & assembly. 

1. Concept “Napkin Sketch” 
✓ Check to see if there are existing products or how will you improve what’s 

available?  
✓ Do your Research!  
✓ Define the products form, function benefits and price. 
✓ Free Patent Searches through Google and United States Patent Database: 

 
https://www.google.com/?tbm=pts&gws_rd=ssl  
http://patft.uspto.gov/ 

 
2. Rough Drawing 

✓ Review and validate your products ability to be manufactured.      
✓ Re-design or enhancement changes may be required. 
✓ Who can you trust with your idea? Sign a NDA (Non-Disclosure Agreement) 

 

3.  Rough Prototype 
✓ Using a cost-effective material, make a physical representation of your design, 

which is great for testing, developing and to show to your potential customers. 
✓ Potentially identify a Hacker/Fab Lab in your area. 
✓ Depending on the size; create a 3D printed prototype. 

 

https://www.google.com/?tbm=pts&gws_rd=ssl
http://patft.uspto.gov/
https://www.wojtek.solutions/
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4. Product Design Development 
✓ Design intent is so important because chances are, modifications are going to 

have to be made along the way.  
✓ 3D modeling using mixed and virtual reality to reduce prototyping cost. 
✓ If multiple parts are involved, minimize your BOM (bill of materials) to keep 

manufacturing costs down, speed up assembly and optimize performance.  
✓ Don’t overlook packaging and shipping in the design!  
✓ In addition to the detailed development, funding, marketing and distribution, 

determine where your product will be made. 
✓ Ergonomics and safety. There are numerous products that have been made 

overseas that looked good but have had serious safety risks due to poor 
engineering or design.  

✓ Before any metal is cut or wiring installed; virtual testing using 3D simulation 
is a tool to bring higher-quality products to market faster and at lower cost. 

 

5. Final Prototype 
✓ Develop the design to a high standard, include all details.  
✓ Double check if there are any UL / FDA or any other guidelines to follow. 
✓ The faster you can turn around prototypes, the faster you can learn and get to 

market with a winning product.   

✓ Avoid product development companies who design products and then “throw it 
over the wall” to a manufacturer. 

✓ Develop and pay attention to the details! 
 

6. Detail Design  
✓ Each part is engineered with detailed drawings, material selection, tolerances, 

finishes, machining details and assembly instructions in exploded views. 
✓ Research ERP /MRP /PLM systems. 
✓ Simulation, animated motion, structural analysis, ergonomic analysis, cost 

analysis may be needed and is usually done in conjunction with the detail 
design step.   

 

7. Testing 
✓ Test the prototype to make sure that it does exactly what it is supposed to do, 

reliably and efficiently. 
✓  Complex products may require multiple prototypes as each one is tested, and 

improvements are incorporated into its successive models.  
✓ Gather feedback from the people who helped you define your requirements, 

manufactures, your investors, marketing team, prospective retailers, 
distributors and give them the opportunity to use your product.  

✓ Contact a laboratory offering testing and analyses if needed.  
✓ Be duly diligent, keep in mind ROI (Return on Investment) 

 

8. Production 
✓ Develop and design tooling required for your design.  
✓ Production volume is imperative for the type of tooling required.  
✓ Usually more expensive tooling equals less manufacturing cost and of course 

requires greater production runs to justify. 
✓ Explore partnerships with local manufacture. 


